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Ahlo’s family live in a small village in the Laos 

countryside. When a dam project is given the 

go ahead, the village is found to be in the 

flooding area and the villagers are evacuated. 

This displacement proves to be the latest in a 

string of misfortunes for Ahlo’s family. His 

grandmother, who still celebrates old 

traditions, convinces the others that the bad 

luck is Ahlo’s fault for he is a twin. Though his 

brother died at birth it is believed that one 

twin brings good luck and one bad, and thus 

Ahlo must be the cursed twin. When the 

family is moved to its new town it turns out to 

be nothing more than a shanty-town with the real town yet to be built. While the townspeople are 

promised electricity it is only currently available to the leaders. Ahlo befriends an orphan, Kia and her 

adopted uncle, Purple, an eccentric, frequently drunk man, who idolises James Brown. Ahlo decides to steal 

some electricity so they can watch a James Brown concert but is caught doing so and his family are evicted 

once again. Travelling the Laos countryside looking for a place to settle Ahlo discovers an opportunity for 

redemption – a rocket festival with a cash prize, enough to buy the land to build a new home – and sets 

about building the biggest rocket he can. 

‘With the majority of Laos being Buddhist or Animist, where the natural world hums with spirits that can be 

good or bad, it seemed right to centre our personal story inside this reality and to give the narrative a fable-

like quality – which is true to Lao folklore.  

Grief can bring the most terrible confrontations but it can also bring people together in great tenderness. 

When Ahlo meets the mischievous orphan Kia and her uncle Purple, he begins to find hope again after his 

loss. Laos, despite its tragic war history, has a remarkable ability to keep moving forward, finding spirit and 

humour in great adversity; most Lao people believe that all aspects of life must be filled with this spirit and 

humour. 

The Rocket Festival, which provokes the sky gods for rain at the end of dry season each year, is a 

simultaneously tense and riotous ancient fertility festival. It is now, more than ever, powerfully symbolic as 

water is increasingly controlled by multinational corporations.  

To get some of the genuine fervour of the festival we filmed at a real rocket festival in Laos. We then 

recreated the Rocket Festival in the same location [after scripting] and melded the scripted scenes and 

documentary footage. This gives the fable-like quality of the film a strong subtext and edge as we see the 

real people of the most bombed country on the planet shoot back at the sky.’ 

Kim Mourdant, Director’s note 

 

 

‘A lush and bruising coming-of-age story...great visuals and strong performances combine to deliver a 

memorable film. Offers fascinating insight into a country rarely seen on screen.’ Mark Adams, Screen Daily 

 



‘This is fine storytelling with its feet rooted in childhood and its fingers in magic dust and gunpoweder, 

pulled off in an undeiably winning way.’ Hubert Vigilla, Flixist 

 

‘Endearing, spritied and lovely, The Rocket [is] an impressive drama, that’s soulful, carefully considered and 

crowd-pleasing. Navigating humanist and social concerns, The Rocket...is teeming with resilience, life and 

its myriad struggles.’ The Playlist, Indiewire
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